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An incredible combination of understated 
looks, and hot-rodded tone & playability, &  
  classy appearance. Feature Seymour Duncan 
        Blackout Active humbuckers, Ultra Access 
              set-in neck, Grover tuners and Original 
                     Flyod Rose Tremolo.

RM5090

Schecter Blackjack ATX C1

Ranging From RM2390 to RM5090
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Specifications
Construction: bolt on
Body wood: Mahogany
Top style: beveled top
Tuners: B.C. Rich die-cast
Fretboard: ebony
Frets: 24 jumbo
Scale: 25 1/2”
Bridge: Floyd Rose® Original tremolo
Pickups: Rockfield® Fat Ass
Controls: 1 volume, 1 three-way toggle and 1 tone 

RM520

RM1690

RM1590

RM1090

RM1690

RM1290

RM1390

RM1390

RM1190

RM1190

Outrageous Beast that Sets you
aparT from the mainstreaM
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Gold Sputtred Dual Large 
Diaphragm Condenser

Microphone

B-2PRO B-1 C-1U C-2 B-5 C-4 T-1 T-47

Gold Sputtred Single Large 
Diaphragm Condenser

Microphone

Studio Con-
denser USB
Microphone

Instrument 
Condenser

Microphones

Vacuum Tube
Condenser 
Microphone

Large Diaphragm
Vacuum Tube

Condenser Mic

New Studio
 Condenser
Microphone

Condenser
Microphone

Standard

Super-slim controller keyboard with
a fully �edged usb audio interface
built-in. It has 25 velocity-sensitive
keys for the slickest set of glissandos
and snappiest of arpeggios. Also
included is a plethora of software to
allow you to rock straight out of the
box. You can also compose and record
straight out of the box with the
uncluded software bundle. It's the
perfect solution that allows you to
compose, record and remix your
musical ideas with integrated sound
card at an unbelievable price.

Behringer B1030A Reference Studio Monitor,
speak nothing but the TRUTH.

INTRODUCING
B-1030A

BEHRINGER UMA-25S

BEHRINGER are now celebrating our 20th year anniversary! It all started 20 years ago on my
kitchen table and I would have never thought that the “one-man kitchen company” would
develop into one of the largest and most successful pro-audio companies.

All prices and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
Please note that prices in Ultimate Music Kuching branch is 10% higher than what is quoted here.

RM1260

RM750

2 x 50-Watt Guitar Ampli�er with 2 
Independent Channels, VTC Tube Modeling, Dual 
FX and 2 Original BUGERA 12" Speakers 

60-Watt Guitar Ampli�er with 2 Independent 
Channels, FX, Tuner, Tube Modeling and Original 
BUGERA 12" Speaker 

100-Watt Guitar Ampli�er with 2 
Independent Channels, VTC Tube Modeling, Dual 
FX and Original BUGERA 12" Speaker 

30-Watt Guitar Ampli�er with 2 
Channels, FX, Tuner, Tube Modeling and Original 
BUGERA 12" Speaker 

50-Watt Guitar Ampli�er with 2 Independent 
Channels, VTC Tube Modeling, Dual FX and 
Original BUGERA 12" Speaker 

30-Watt Guitar Ampli�er with 2 
Independent Channels, VTC Tube Modeling, 
FX and Original BUGERA 10" Speaker 

VT-250FX
RM1690

GTX-60
RM1090

GTX-30
RM690

VT-100FX
RM1490

VT-50FX
RM1300

VT-30FX
RM800

BXL-3000
300W 15" BUGERA™ Speaker FBQ Spectrum Analyser, Compressor & Ultrabass 
Processor 2-Ch Bass Workstation

BXL-1800
180W 12" BUGERA™ Speaker FBQ Spectrum Analyser, Compressor & Ultrabass 
Processor 2-Ch Bass Workstation

BXL-900
90W 12" BUGERA™ Speaker FBQ Spectrum Analyser, Compressor & Ultrabass 
Processor 2-Ch Bass Workstation

BXL-450
45W 10" BUGERA™ Aluminium-Cone Speaker, FBQ Spectrum Analyser, Compressor 
& Ultrabass Processor 2-Ch Bass Workstation

BXL-1800
BEHRINGER 180W 12" BUGERA™ Speaker FBQ Spectrum Analyser, Compressor & 
Ultrabass Processor 2-Ch Bass Workstation

RM1100

RM1400

RM1710

RM850

RM1400
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Ultimate Music is a subsidary company of AVEM Group, the premier distributor
of professional audio, lighting, visual, and musical instruments in Malaysia. We
have large pro�le of mega project in our belt and we know in and out every
detail about Pro-Audio and anything in between the �eld. Ultimate Music sta�
are not only musician themself but taught to understand musician, understand
instruments and also the complex system that make a impactful event possible.

We don’t just sell, we support, educate, design and we have our own service
department to handle maintainance and warranty units of our products.

Talk to our System Integration Department and get the best solution and
suggestion in your Pro-Audio, Pro-Lighting and Musical Instrument needs.
All you need is here.

Complete PMP-2000 package is all you need for small venue such as
conference room, music reporduction, live performance and perfect 
for jam studio. Please call us for more info.

BEHRINGER PMP-2000 P.A. PACKAGE
PMP-5000 package is powerful enough for semi sized ballroom, music
reporduction, live performance, simple band set-up and perfect for jam
studio. Please call us for more info.

BEHRINGER PMP-6000 P.A. PACKAGE

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO & LIGHTING SYSTEM
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Old Guts, New Glory
We went to great lengths to give these amp the ability to deliver 
everything those dusty relics of the rock revolution did-minus 
the collector-sized pricetags. But in true BUGERA fashion, 
we took this labor of love one step farther to give you maximum 
tonal possibilities. To explain, we’ve gotta take a quick detour 
to the late 1940s…

BUGERA is the hottest new entry in the All-Valve Guitar Amp Arms Race. Look at the list of features and it’s easy to see

that this upstart line of all-valve amp heads, combo amps and road-ready speaker cabinets is the answer to tone-crazy

guitarists' prayers. The tonal possibilities are simply endless. What dug and so many other musicians are hearing in

BUGERA is a sound that only comes from hand-made, all-valve ampli�cation.

It's a well-known fact that if you want to build something right, your best bet is to build it yourself. That's why BUGERA

amps, cabinets and custom-made BUGERA speakers are made right in our factory. No component of these amps is

sourced by a second-party supplier except for the valves, and that's because valves are only made by a few companies

these days. However, the valves we put in our amps are all painstakingly graded in-house. More story in

www.bugera-amps.com or read international guitar magazine review about BUGERA in www.ultimatemusic.com.my 

Boutique-Style 100-Watt 3 Channel Valve
Amplifier Head with Tri-Mode Rectifier.
- Hand-built and hand-wired 100-Watt Class A/B ampli�er driven by 4 x 6L6 valves (convertible to EL34)
- 3 fully independent channels with 8 di�erent modes featuring 5 x 12AX7 valves
- Tri-mode recti�er design featuring 2 x 5U4 valves and silicon diodes for ultimate performance
- Mode switches (Classic, Vintage and Modern) on channels 2 and 3 for absolute killer sounds

The 120-Watt 333 XL isn’t the kind of amp that like to play nice. 
This brute supercharges your tone with raw, growling power driven by

mathched bulldog-voiced EL34 power valves and four matched 1
2AX7 premanp valves.

RM3190

COMING SOON

All prices and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
Please note that prices in Ultimate Music Kuching branch is 10% higher than what is quoted here.

RM2450

V5 RM750

V22 RM1690

V55 RM2190

V55hd RM1790

V

RM1990
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It was 1997 when Mark Gooday set out to build a better bass amp.

Respectful of his predecessors but eager to innovate, Mark’s aim was to

develop a ‘modern classic’, marrying vintage styling with uncompromising

performance. Ten years later, the bass amps Gooday was to call Ashdown

(his wife Jane’s maiden name) are insisted upon  by enthusiastic

amateurs and stadium  superstars alike.

INTRODUCING BLACKSTAR
At Blackstar, we are all musicians and understand the importance of great tone, whether for
practicing at home or on stage in a live environment. Based in Northampton, England with over
50 years combined experience in guitar amplification design and production, we are totally
committed to providing you with the ultimate tools for self expression. We hope our unique and
patented innovations will take you a step closer to finding the ‘sound in your head’.

The Blackstar Team

All prices and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
Please note that prices in Ultimate Music Kuching branch is 10% higher than what is quoted here.
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available in FORCE 3007 and FORCE 2007 only. 
Don’t miss your opportunity to own one special set.
For more infomation, please drop us an email: 
info@ultimatemusic.com.my

View all our exclusive Sonor
snare in Ultimate Music outlet.

Special Configuration Set

MADE IN
GERMANY

SONOR FORCE 507
Because beginners shouldnit have
to hide from the major players, the
9-layer basswood shell of the. Sonor
Force 507 Sets o�ers the needed
punch to keep the beginning
drummer from falling by the musical
wayside.

Piano Black / Red Wine
RM1980
Brushed Blue
RM2090

SONOR FORCE 2007
The 9-layered birchwood shells are
the superb foundation for Sonor
Force 2007 Sets. A hefty and dynamic
sound,with accentuated mid-ranges
and highs, and de�ned lows, are the
hallmark of these shells. With the
high-gloss-lacquered natural wood
surfaces, the Sonor Force 2007 really
puts itself into the limelight

RM4190

SONOR FORCE 3007
The 9-layer maple shells o�er an uncompromisingly rich and warm sound,highlighting
lower pitches and providing balance in the mid-range and treble. Whether in the practise
room, the recording studio or on stage, a Force 3007 set won't let you down and ensures
that you will always get through with the right level of power RM4890

SONOR F3007 JUNGLE
A drum set, and not just for kids! A compact drum set with big sound. The Sonor Force
3007 Jungle Set is constructed of maple shells. With a bass drum with lacquered wooden
hoops, short-size toms and the new tuning lugs in Sonor design, the Jungle Set has been
expanded and updated.

(not including hardware, stool, snare & cymbal) RM3000

Rhythm is part of our daily life. It is the pulse that drives us, the steady beat that 
provides vitality and motion. Percussion instruments are basic elements of our music 
culture. The history of Sonor mirrors the excitement of historical and entrepreneurial 
challenges, in the same way that rhythm is linked to musical creativity and complexity. 
But throughout all the decades of Sonor history there remains one underlying theme: 
an uncompromising commitment to quality and dedicated craftsmanship
“Sonor Founder,
Johannes Link, 1875”
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Our European Brass and Wood-
wind experts worked very
closely with the manufacturing
specialists at the factory, with
further ideas coming from
enthusiastic musician friends. 
This, coupled with new state of  
the art measuring devices 
optimising proven technology 
and generations of  experience, 
has resulted in our new range of  
more than 100 STAGG models that 
we proudly present to you. As we 
never consider a job fully complete, 
now the next logical question is.....
Anyone out there have any
new ideas?

BRASS & WOODWIND

Bram is the beatmaestro driving the engine room of popular. Belgian

pop-punkers Janez Detd, 15 year veterans of the local punk rock scene

and festival circuit. Their current album is titled For Better For Worse and

was recorded in New York with producer Jesse Cannon.

Bram Steemans uses Stagg Myra cymbals for a powerful, dry attack, and

Stagg DH Series cymbals for warmer, more versatile sounds.

as low as

RM8

As an in demand drummer for-hire, Mark Schulman
has manned the traps onstage and in the studio for
such artists as Sheryl Crow, Stevie Nicks, Destiny’s
Child, Billy Idol, Simple Minds, Cher and since 2006,
international superstar PINK. PINK’s current “Funhouse”
world tour is a marathon trek that will keep Mark on the
road into late 2010. Throughout his arduous schedule,
Mark relies on Staggcase  drum, cymbal and hardware
cases to keep his signature drumset safe.     

All prices and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
Please note that prices in Ultimate Music Kuching branch is 10% higher than what is quoted here.

Checkout our unbelievable price range of  STAGG cymbal in 
www.ultimatemusic.com.my or visit any of  our outlets.

Each Stagg Series Cymbal is the fruit of  years of  skill and 
dedication passed down from one generation to the next.
A true intrument in it’s own right. A genuinely handmade
piece worthy of  the greatest performance.
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STAGG Electric
Double Bass
With gigbag - Solid maple
Construction - State of the art
Electronics specially designed for
double bass - Natural sound -
Volume & Bass controls - 1/4" 
Output jack - 1/8" Stereo mini jack 
input for CD/MP3 player - 1/8" 
stereo mini jack output for
headphones - P-bass style
Machine heads, diecast, nickel 

SW-203-N-BK
RM330

SW-203-CE-TU
RM590

SW-206CE-TU-N
RM590

SW-206CE-TU-BK
RM590

C547
RM310

Build in Tuner and XLR output!

C546TCE-N
RM480

C847
RM650

C548
RM450

SW-203-N
RM330

RM2200

In 1982 the western guitar market was shocked into submission.
Never before had it seen instruments of such quality from a 
Japanese builder. Tokai had come to town and had changed 
the entire perception of the guitar world forever! Their arrival 
brought about a knee-jerk reaction from the world’s existing 
major manufacturers. However by this time, Tokai had 
firmly established itself as a builder of unquestionable 
                                                  reputation and precision.

View our Tokai Guitar
line-up at the store.

THE BEST MUSICAL PRODUCTS IN THE WORLD
SINCE 1947

THE BEST GUITAR TO BEGIN WITH...
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T-Rex has come a long way since 1996, but the company is still driven by its original spark – a passionate
belief that the right technology can do great things for how music sounds. Today, the “right technology” is
an ideal balance of analogue warmth and digital precision – engneered from the ground up to serve the
practical needs of working musicians. T-Rex Engineering is convinced that this formula for success will
continue to help deliver superior tone on stages and in studios around the world.

TRY IT OUT IN STORE

The A400 is the �rst portable kit to
feel and sound like a regular drum kit.
The drums are constructed from a very
high quality and durable A.B.S. and are
�tted with Remo heads, steel counter
hoops and are tuned with the traditional
multi screw tuning system.

A-400NC
RM2200

All You Need To
Start Drumming
Model: MY2190
Brand: IVA Drum
RM1350
5 Piece Drum Set complete with stool, 
3 cymbals and drum stick.

Change the sound of your set by changing your heads to Attack Drumheads

Superior strings for superior guitarists
Based in Santa Rosa, California, Made In USA

Terry Bozzio



Head Office : 03-9200 8354
Service Center : 03-9286 1210
Warehouse : 03-9200 6113

Ultimate Music and its affiliates attempt to be as accurate as possible. However, Ultimate Music does not warrant that product descriptions, 
pictures, prices, availability or other content of this site is accurate, complete, reliable, current or error-free.

O u r  O u t l e t :

Ultimate Music (Kuala Lumpur)
137, Jalan Imbi 55100 Kuala Lumpur.

Tel   : +603-214 88 233
Fax  : +603-214 48 233

Ultimate Music (Penang)
3904 (1st Floor), Jalan Bagan Luar,
12000 Butterworth, Pulau Pinang.

Tel   : +604-310 3233
Fax  : +604-310 3231

Ultimate Music (Kuching)
Lot89, Section 64, 269, 
Jalan Datuk Wee Kheng Chiang,
93450 Kuching, Sarawak.

Tel   : +6082-428 232
Fax  : +6082-429 232

SG510 series keeps evolving with
advance technology by exertion of
improvement with no compromise by
super percision of gear mission and ultra
smooth feel minimal back lush, its total
function gets higest reputation and
con�dence as No.1 machine heads from
a lot of musicians in the world.

The HT Range of award-winning valve 
overdrive pedals features true high 
voltage (300V) circuitry and are packed 
with innovations and tone. 
The revolutionary, patent-applied-for tone 
shaping feature ISF (In�nite Shape Feature) 
will rede�ne the tonal expectations of
guitarists. 

Ultimate Music (Johor)
No. 53, Jalan Sutera Tanjung 8/3
Taman Sutera Utama
81300 Skuda Johor Bahru
 
Tel   : +607- 557 8316
Fax  : +607- 554 5433

Opening Soon

In AugustOpening Soon

In August

All prices and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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